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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the power implications of replacing global chip
wires with an on-chip network. We optimize network links by
varying repeater spacing, link pipelining, and voltage scaling, to
significantly reduce the energy to send a bit across chip. We de-
velop an analytic model of large chip designs with an on-chip two-
dimensional mesh network and estimate the power savings possi-
ble in a 70 nm process for two different design points: a circuit-
switched ASIC or FPGA design, and a dynamic packet-switched
tiled architecture. For circuit-switched networks, achievable power
savings are 35–50% for a mesh with 1 mm links. The packet
switched designs use multiplexing and signal encoding to reduce
the number of link wires required, but the router overhead limits
peak wire power savings to around 20% with optimal tile sizes of
around 2 mm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.7.1 [Integrated Circuits]:
Types and Design Styles–Advanced Technologies, Microprocessors
and Microcomputers, VLSI

General Terms:Performance, Design, Theory

Keywords:On-Chip Network Power Model, Pipelining, Router,
Tile Size, Tiled Architecture, Wire Power Model

1. INTRODUCTION
Cross-chip global wires are becoming increasingly problematic

as feature sizes shrink, with their delay and power consumption in-
creasing rapidly relative to individual logic gates [13]. Long global
wires also cause many design problems including routing conges-
tion, noise coupling, and difficult timing closure. These worsen-
ing trends have led to proposals to replace design-specific global
wiring with structured on-chip networks in large ASIC designs [17,
7]. Circuit blocks or tiles now communicate by sending packets
across the on-chip network instead of driving signals across dedi-
cated global circuit wires. The on-chip network links can be highly
optimized by controlling their electrical environment to allow the
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use of optimized signaling techniques. Wiring efficiency can be im-
proved by replacing a large number of low activity dedicated wires
with fewer multiplexed communication links. Routers represent the
main area and power overhead in an on-chip network.

In this paper, we explore the power implications of replacing
global wires with an on-chip network. We first develop detailed
power models for power-optimized wires, including the effects of
leakage current in a 70 nm process. Deep wire pipelining can re-
duce communication power by using fewer and smaller repeaters
and lower interconnect supply voltages. We examine the tradeoffs
between pipeline depth, repeater sizing, repeater spacing, supply
voltage, threshold voltage, and total power. We show how small
increases in cross-chip latency can significantly lower the energy
required to send a bit across chip. Many applications for which cus-
tom chips are developed have ample parallelism, which can be used
to tolerate the increased interconnect latency of power-optimized
pipelined global wires.

We next examine the use of power-optimized wires in two
contexts: 1) conventional ASIC or FPGA designs where dedi-
cated global wires are replaced with dedicated but power-optimized
wires, 2) tiled architectures, where all inter-tile global communica-
tion is via a dynamic packet-routed on-chip network using power-
optimized links. We vary tile size and use Rent’s Rule [5] to esti-
mate interconnect density. Smaller tiles put more connections on
the power-optimal wires of the on-chip network, but require more
routers. Our results show that although power-optimized wires can
reduce global wire power significantly (35–50%) in wire-routed
ASIC or FPGA designs, it is difficult to achieve significant power
savings in packet-routed tiled designs due to the energy expended
in routers even for highly multiplexed inter-tile traffic. Tile sizes of
around 2 mm on a side appear to provide the lowest total commu-
nication power.

2. RELATED WORK
Bakoglu [1] reported the delay-optimal repeater sizing and spac-

ing for a repeated wire. Ho et al. [13] pointed out that the power
consumption of the delay-optimal repeated wire is prohibitively
large, and suggested increasing repeater spacing and decreasing
repeater size to save power while sacrificing some speed. Kapur
et al. [14] and Banerjee and Mehrotra [2] calculated the power-
optimal repeater sizing and spacing for global interconnects using
a simple first-order RC repeated wire model. Gupta et al. [11] de-
scribed a high-level interconnect power model for wires of a single
core chip.

Chandrakasan et al. [3] first suggested the use of pipelining for
power reduction in digital circuits. Heo and Asanovic [12] ex-
amined power-optimal pipelining for logic datapaths in deep sub-
micron technology both analytically and through circuit simula-



tion. Cocchni [6] estimated the effect of concurrent flipflop and
repeater insertion while considering routing tree topology, but fo-
cused only on minimizing wire latency. Liao and He [15] modeled
full-chip interconnect power using a more sophisticated concurrent
repeater and flipflop insertion scheme, and showed how increased
wire pipelining could reduce communication power.

Sgroi et al. [17] and Dally and Towles [7] proposed replacing
design-specific global on-chip wiring with a general-purpose on-
chip interconnection network. Eisley and Peh [9] first provided a
high-level network power analysis with link utilization as the ab-
straction of network power. Some previous work focused on the
low-level power estimation of routers. Wang et al. [18] provided a
low-level general framework for different types of routers, Orion,
and verified the simulator with Alpha 21364 and Infiniband router
examples [19]. Chen and Peh [4] added a leakage power model
to the Orion simulator. Ye et al. [22] focused only on the power
consumption of the switch fabric in a router.

In this paper, we build a complete system-level power model for
on-chip networks including routers and power-optimal link wires.
We examine the trade off in tile size versus communication power,
using Rent’s Rule to estimate inter-tile and intra-tile interconnect.

3. WIRE POWER MODEL
In this section, we present an analytical latency and power model

for a pipelined and repeated wire where throughput is fixed. We
include the active and leakage power consumed by repeaters and
flipflops in addition to the switching power of the wire capacitance.

3.1 Methodology
We choose BPTM 70 nm technology as our deep submicron

process technology [8]. Base supply voltage is 0.9 V and ����� is
0.20(-0.22) V. � ��� is set quite high to reduce leakage power of
repeaters and flipflops. We assume that clock period is fixed at
24 FO4 delays (clock frequency of 2 GHz), representing a high-
performance digital circuit [12]. For most designs, clock frequency
will be set by logic within a tile, and we assume the network links
run at the same frequency with a fixed throughput requirement.

We assume three categories of metal interconnect: local, semi-
global, and global. Table 1 shows the characteristic dimensions and���

components of these wires.

70 nm Cu tech Local Semi-global Global
Width ( � m) 0.10 0.14 0.45
Spacing ( � m) 0.10 0.14 0.45
Thickness ( � m) 0.20 0.35 1.20
Height ( � m) 0.20 0.20 0.20
Resistivity ( 	�
� ) 2.2 2.2 2.2����������������� ����� 152 178 228 ���!����� 	 � �"�#� 1100 449 41 ���!���$���������

(FO4) 8.03 3.84 0.45
Max. distance in 24 FO4 (mm) 2.10 3.04 8.88
Max. distance in 24 FO4 (mm) 2.10 3.04 8.88
Latency-optimal repeater spacing (mm) 0.29 0.42 1.22

Table 1: Wire characteristics of our example 70 nm technology.

3.2 First-Order RC Wire Model
Figure 1 shows a first-order

�%�
model of a wire [13]. We as-

sume minimum-sized flipflops. In the
�%�

circuit, the wire segment
is modeled inside the dotted box and the repeaters are outside.

Wire delay is represented as a function of the repeater sizing, & .
We define & as the ratio of the repeater gate cap and wire cap within

Rd/w Rwl/w

w(β+1)Cd Cwl/2

w(β+1)Cg

wire segment, lsg

stage length, lst

Figure 1: First-order RC model of wire. ' , '�( � , and ')(+* are the lengths
of the whole wire, one stage, and wire segment respectively. , and -.,
are the widths of the repeater NMOS and PMOS transistors (normal-
ized by the minimum width).

� �
,
�0/

, and
� * are the unit-length wire

cap and drain and gate caps of the minimum-sized NMOS transistor
respectively.

 �
and

 /
are the unit-length wire resistance and the

resistance of the minimum-sized repeater respectively.

a wire segment.

&�132 4�57698;: � *� �=< (+*
When interconnect supply voltage is scaled, the scaling factor,> 1 � /?/� /?/A@CB 4 � /?/D@FE � �� /?/ E �G� :+H

is used, where I is career velocity saturation index, ��� is threshold
voltage, and � /A/A@ and � /?/ are baseline and scaled supply voltages
respectively.

Wire delay and link latency are calculated as:JLK <NM�O 1 PRQ S < ( �< (T*
� /
2
4 2 4�57698;:D4 � / 6 � * :U6 < (+* � � : (1)

6 PRQ S < ( �< (+* 4 <�V(+*
� � � �W 6 < (+* � � 2 4�57698;: � * : (2)

1 PRQ S < ( � 4 8X < (+* 6
WY & < (T* 6[Z < (+*W 6 Z & < (T* :]\%^�_ (3)

` Mba K;ced O 1 PRQ S `f E J�g;g 4 8X < (+* 6
WY & < (T* 6 Z <W 6 Z & < (+* : (4)

where
f

is the clock period,
J g;g

the flipflop delay, and Z is the
unit-length wire

�%�
delay in FO4.

We calculate power as:h�i 2 K &j1 8WUk \�44]8l6 XWU& : � ��< 6 � g;g <NMba K;ced O :m � V/?/ (5)6 4 Z ���on 4 X W & : � �=< 6 Z gpg � gpg <NMba K$ced O : �#qTres/A/ (6)

where k \ is the activity factor and
� g;g

is the flipflop cap.
The repeater drain cap is assumed to be half of the repeater gate
cap. Z ���on and Z g;g are leakage power coefficients for repeaters and
flipflops. The first term of the equation is the switching power com-
ponent and the latter is the leakage power component. We assume
leakage current remains constant regardless of input patterns or in-
ternal states. Leakage power scales super-linearly in deep submi-
cron technology (

8%tu8l6wvCt W
) [12].

3.3 Pipelining Wire
Latency is minimized when & �

is qx y and
< �

is z Vy�{ , where wire

delay and repeater delay are equal. However, this minimum latency
point requires very large, power-consuming repeaters [13].

We can save power by using deeper pipelining to provide addi-
tional time slack in each wire stage. Although there are many ways
of exploiting the time slacks obtained from pipelining, we focus on
two variables: repeaters and supply voltage. We can either reduce



the size and increase the spacing of repeaters, or scale down supply
voltages, or both.
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Figure 2: Wire latency-power curves for activity factors of 25% and
2.5%, while changing repeater sizing, spacing, and supply voltage.
Both axes are normalized to the minimum latency point.

Figure 2 shows latency-power curves of wires while varying re-
peater sizing, spacing, and supply voltage. In the figure, the siz-
ing curve shows latency-power tradeoff through repeater sizing
only, while repeater spacing is fixed at the minimum latency point
and supply voltage is constant at the nominal voltage. Increas-
ing repeater size over the minimum latency point results in larger
latency and power. The +spacing curve shows latency-power
tradeoff through repeater sizing and spacing. Repeaters are power-
optimally sized and placed while supply voltage is fixed.

Finally, the +scaling curve adds supply voltage scaling to the
optimally sized and spaced repeaters. Supply voltage scaling is
by far one of the most effective techniques for trading time slack
for power. Supply voltage reduction leads to a quadratic reduc-
tion in active power and also a super-linear reduction in leakage
power, as leakage current has a strong dependency on drain voltage
in deep submicron processes [12]. Adding supply voltage scaling
enables much greater power saving compared to optimal repeater
sizing and spacing alone, especially when latency is allowed to in-
crease by greater than 10%, but requires a second power supply to
be distributed to the interconnect network.

Repeater sizing and spacing is more effective when the activ-
ity factor is low, as it can significantly reduce leakage power. For
higher activities, wire cap switching is a significant portion of ac-
tive power and is unaffected by repeater sizing and spacing.

Overall, the combined techniques achieve a factor of 3–4 reduc-
tion in communication power when latency is allowed to increased
by 50%.

4. ON-CHIP INTERCONNECT NETWORK
POWER MODEL

In this section, we develop a system-level interconnect power
model for large digital designs. We assume the design is for a
highly parallel system, such as a DSP engine or network processor,
and assume the design can be divided easily and flexibly into any
number of smaller tiles. Each tile represents a computation mod-
ule including local memory. We examine three design points: 1) a
single tile containing the whole design, 2) a tiled design where tiles
are connected with wire-routed power-optimal pipelined wires, and
3) a tiled design with a packet-routed inter-tile network.

We focus only on power consumption for this analysis and as-
sume the performance impact from additional inter-tile latency is

not significant. When we divide the chip, we keep the logic and
local memory ratio the same regardless of the tile size. We assume
the total power consumed by logic and memory transistors remains
roughly the same regardless of network configuration and focus on
power consumed by communication wires (intra-tile or inter-tile)
and supporting transistors (repeaters or registers). Communication
power is already comparable to logic and memory power and in-
creasing as digital systems become more communication-centric
than computation-centric.

Communication power can be divided into three parts: inter-tile
wire power, router power, and intra-tile wire power. The intra-tile
wire is the power consumed by design-specific wires connecting
logic and memory transistors within tiles. As tile sizes shrink, more
intra-tile wires move onto the inter-tile wires depending on tile and
network architecture.

Table 2 summarizes the dimensions of our example chips. Es-
timates are based on ITRS 2004 [10]. We assume that gates are
uniformly distributed on a chip. Although Rent’s rule provides the
estimates of number of wires, it does not give the bandwidth re-
quirements. For simplicity, we assume a uniform activity factor
( ��� ) regardless of wire length.

Chip length (mm), � 20
Tile length (mm), � 0.5 – 20
Gate density (gates/ ����� ) 	�
 ��������
Gate pitch ( � m) 1.8

Table 2: Dimensions of our example chips.

4.1 Single Tile Baseline
We first use Donath’s method to estimate the wire distribution

for the whole chip treated as a single tile. Estimation of wire distri-
bution is an important application of Rent’s rule, which is an empir-
ical rule stating that the number of wires leaving a circuit block is
exponentially proportional to the number of gates in the block. We
assumed a nominal value, �� for the Rent exponent, � which agrees
with the wire distribution of Intel microprocessors [20].

We chose the following wire distribution equations, which divide
wires into two regions [5]:

������� � � � �!#"%$�& � �(' $)& � �*�+�-, �/.)02143 ���65 & � (7)

� � $�&7" ���
� �-, �/.)02143 � &98 �:5 $)& � (8)

where
�

is the length of a wire, & is the chip length, and $�& is
the length of the longest wire within the chip assuming Manhattan
wiring.

We assumed that a local wire is used if the wire length is less than
100 gate pitches, a semi-global if less than 1400, and a global for
other longer wires. Figure 3 shows the wire distribution of our base
chip. We can see that the number of wires decreases drastically
as we reach the very longest wires in region 2. Figure 4 shows
the wire power of the base chip, at the point where the tile size is
20 mm (that is, when the whole chip is one tile).

4.2 Wire-Routed Tiles
We now divide the chip into multiple tiles, and replace inter-

tile wires with power-optimal pipelined wires. The number and
total length of wires does not change. We assume that all the
wires longer than twice the tile size ( $); ) are replaced with inter-
tile wires, while the rest remain intra-tile wires.

We assume that all the intra-tile wires regardless of dimensions,
are latency-optimized. In particular, compared to inter-tile wires,
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Figure 3: Wire distribution of our base chip. Two dotted vertical lines
divide wires into local, semi-global, and global wires. The vertical solid
line shows the boundary between region 1 and 2 wires.

they are more performance-critical. The following equations show
that the total power of the intra-tile wires.� 4 < :�� < V n�� y 4 <�� W�� :

(9)

h �	� � ��
 � V�� �
� q

� 4 < : <
(10)

� ` V n�� q (11)

where
`

is the tile size. Eq. (9) is a simplified and combined form
of Eq. (7) and (8).

Figure 4 shows the wire power consumption of a tiled wire-
routed chip. As the tile size decreases (smaller than half of the
chip), intra-global wire power decreases exponentially while intra-
semi-global or intra-local wire power remain roughly unchanged.
However, the increase in power on inter-tile wires matches the
power loss of the intra-global wires and so the total wire power
stays roughly the same.
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Figure 4: Wire power consumption of tiled wire-routed design for
varying tile sizes, assuming uniform activity factors of 1% and 0.1%.

Figure 5 shows the power saving of a tiled wire-routed chip when
inter-tile latency is increased by 25% and the network wires are
pipelined. Smaller tiles result in greater power saving as more sig-
nals are pipelined. In particular, when leakage power is significant
( ��� = 0.1%), pipelining through repeater optimization and voltage
scaling is more effective at reducing the inter-tile wire power, since
pipelining is more effective at saving leakage power (Section 3.3).
When ��� is 0.1%, almost half of the total power can be saved.

4.3 Packet-Routed Tiles
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Figure 5: Tiled wire-routed design: power saving by pipelining.
inter-25% means 25% increased latency requirements for the inter-
tile wires. rep represents repeater sizing and spacing and vs includes
voltage scaling as well as repeater sizing and spacing.

We finally consider a packet-routed tiled architecture. Figure 6
shows an example tiled ASIC architecture (4 by 4) and a mesh inter-
connect network. A mesh interconnect network was chosen since
it is simple to design, power-efficient, and scalable. Tiles commu-
nicate with others only through routers and links between routers.
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Figure 6: Tiled packet-routed ASIC design.

On-chip network links are much cheaper in terms of area and
power, than traditional off-chip network links. Thus it is natural
that tiles exploit wider links than a single-tile chip does. However,
an excessive number of on-chip IO wires result in a huge power
and area overhead for routers. Usually, some degree of multiplex-
ing and packet encoding are employed to reduce the number of IO
wires while increasing the activity on link wires. We define the
multiplexing factor,

� \
, as the ratio between activity on packet-

routed link wires (
` k \ ) and that on the inter-tile wire-routed links

they replace ( k \ ). Higher
� \

results in area and leakage reduc-
tion, but increased complexity.

� \
varies according to application

and tile architecture.
We assume the total chip bandwidth (BW) is conserved and the



total sum of global wire length times activity factor remains the
same regardless of the tile size. The left side of the following equal-
ity shows the BW of a packet-routed tiled chip, and the right side
shows that of the base single tile chip.

` k \ B 4 � � � � { B � � �
� � B ` : 1 k \ B V ��

� V�� �
4 < : <

(12)

where
` k \ is the activity factor on link wires, and

� � �	� { is the
number of wires between two adjacent routers.

The following equations show the total inter-tile wire power. The
total inter-tile wire power increases as the tile size decreases at the
same rate as the decrease of the intra-tile wire power.h � � � �]� � ( ��� ���� �	� * � ` k \ B � � �

� � B �
� � � { B ` (13)� k \ B 4 � V n�� q E ` V n�� q : (14)h � � � �]� �

� � 
 { 
 * � � � � �
� � B �

� �	� { B ` (15)� � V n�� q E ` V n�� q� \ (16)

Figure 7 shows the number of IO wires per tile (
�����

) and
� � � � {

and the total length of inter-tile wires while varying the tile size.
While the total length is exponentially increasing as the tile size de-
creases,

� � � � { and
� �	�

are maximized when the tile size is 5 mm.
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Figure 7: Number and total length of inter-tile wires.

We assume a low-latency virtual channel router [16]. Virtual-
channel flow control maintains high throughput even when the
packet traffic is high. The inter-tile wire latency becomes relatively
significant since the router has a low-latency. A router design can
be divided into three main components: input and output packet
storage, switch fabric, and arbiters. The power consumption of ar-
biters is relatively insignificant and thus is ignored here [19]. We
choose a matrix crossbar for a switch fabric implementation be-
cause it is more common and low power. Since the number of ports
for the switch is rather large, the wires dominate power consump-
tion of the crossbar [22], and we ignore power consumed by the
internal switches of the crossbar. Table 3 describes the router pa-
rameters we assumed. Buffers are implemented with SRAM cells.
We fix phit size and the size of routers, and instead allow multi-
ple routers per a tile rather than one large router. In case that the
number of IOs between routers or between a tile and the router con-
nected exceeds the phit size, multiple phits are sent simultaneously
through multiple fixed-sized routers.

The following equations show that the total power of routers,h ��
�� � �]� grows even faster than the total power of inter-tile wires,

Phit (bits) 32
Number of input ports 5
Number of output ports 5
Number of virtual channels per physical channel 2
Number of input buffers per virtual channel 4

Table 3: Virtual channel router parameters. Phit is the physical
transfer size of the link.

h �	� � �+� as the tile size (
`

) decreases.h �
�� � �]� � � � �
� � B �

� �	� { (17)� � V n�� q E ` V n�� q� \ B ` (18)

Figure 8 shows the power consumption of a packet-routed tiled
chip. We assume zero-power routers and vary multiplexing factor
(
� \

) and activity factor ( k \ ). We can see that smaller and hence
more numerous tiles results in large achievable power reduction, as
more global wires are replaced with fewer and thus lower-leakage
network wires. When the leakage is more dominant ( k \ =0.1%)
and more multiplexing is employed (

� \
=25), more inter-tile wire

power is saved.
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Figure 8: Packet-routed ASIC with ideal zero-power routers.

Figure 9 shows the power saving by pipelining. When
� \

is
25 and k \ is 1%, more than 35% of power can be saved through
pipelining the network wires.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the power consumption when con-
sidering the power overhead of routers. In all cases, the power sav-
ing is limited by the energy cost of the routers. The router overhead
limits peak wire power savings to around 0–20% with optimal tile
sizes of around 2 mm.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a system-level interconnect power model

that predicts the power savings possible by moving global traffic
onto a power-optimized on-chip network. The switch to packet-
routed on-chip networks has many advantages over wire-routed cir-
cuits, but we show that large power reductions are unlikely due to
router power overheads. A tile size of around 2 mm is optimal in
a 70 nm technology, balancing global wire power reduction with
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Figure 9: Packet-routed ASIC with ideal routers: power saving by
pipelining.
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Figure 10: Packet-routed ASIC with real routers: power consump-
tion.
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Figure 11: Packet-Routed ASIC with real routers: power saving by
pipelining.

router overhead. Additional work is needed to develop low-power
on-chip router units.
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